
Wear the right running shoe:
Your shoe should have the right blend of cushion and support for your unique needs. Running in the 
wrong shoe is akin to putting a train on the wrong rails. Get fitted at any of our locations any time: 
Cambrdige, Newton, South End (Boston). We provide expert fittings with video gait analysis & 
thoughtful consideration of your needs. Most people need 2 -3 pairs to get through race day.

Do some stretching & yoga:
Yoga is a great way to get your body moving and do something restorative the day after a long run. 
Incorporate this early to receive the benefits throughout the program. Find the Yoga for 
Heartbreakers video in our portal!

Find the running power snack that works for you:
Once you start running for over an hour and half you’ll want to experiment with nutrition. Take 
Maurten, GU, Honey Stinger, gummy treat, or equivalent every 45 minutes during your long training 
runs. You’ll want to find something early on that your stomach can handle. This fuel will power you 
through your longest long runs and RACE DAY so, find your favorite!  

Use Body Glide:
When runs reach over an hour and half there are lots of places that can develop uncomfortable 
chaffing spots. Don’t get rubbed the wrong way! Buy some Body Glide & apply it liberally before 
your long runs. It’s MUCH better to put on too much than to find out why it’s so important. 

Walk, it’s okay:
If at any point, you need to walk during a long run, or any run, DO  IT! A walk break can help you 
regroup, don’t let it metally derail you. Walk, recharge, and start again!

Don’t worry about a bad run:
Do not worry about a bad workout or long run. Training for the marathon is a 20 week affair. It’s the 
cumulative training, the entire body of work, that builds a marathoner. There is not one particular 
run that needs to be perfect (not the longest long run, not the hardest workout). Sure it would be 
great if all of your runs were spectacular but they won’t be. They aren’t that way for the elites or for 
the rest of us. Just be consistent throughout the whole program and you’ll achieve your goal.
 

Take advantage of Heartbreak’s Daily & Weekly training opportunities 
locally in Boston or use our immersive training portal ANYWHERE:

- FREE marathon specific 
hill workout on Heartbreak 
every Wednesday at 7PM 
(all weather, all abilities)

- FREE mapped long runs 
on Saturdays at 9AM

- FREE speed workout 
every Thursday at 6:30PM 
with drills (all weather, all 
abilities)

www.heartbreakhillrunningcompany.com

294 Mass Ave. Cambridge MA, 02139
ph: 617.945.7137

Morning, lunch, & evening running 
classes designed for ALL abilites. 
Pricing, descriptions, and sign-up at:
heartbreakhillrunningcompany.com

- FREE Speed workout 
every Tuesday at 6:30PM

- FREE mapped long runs 
on Saturdays at 7AM


